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HARMONIC AND ANHARMONIC OSCILLATORS
ON THE HEISENBERG GROUP
DAVID ROTTENSTEINER AND MICHAEL RUZHANSKY
Abstract. Although there is no canonical version of the harmonic oscillator on the Heisenberg
groupHn so far, we make a strong case for a particular choice of operator by using the representation
theory of the Dynin-Folland groupHn,2, a 3-step stratified Lie group, whose generic representations
act on L2pHnq. Our approach is inspired by the connection between the harmonic oscillator on Rn
and the sum of squares in the first stratum of Hn in the sense that we define the harmonic oscillator
on Hn as the image of the sub-Laplacian LHn,2 under the generic unitary irreducible representation
pi of the Dynin-Folland group which has formal dimension dpi “ 1. This approach, more generally,
permits us to define a large class of so-called anharmonic oscillators by employing positive Rockland
operators on Hn,2. By using the methods developed in ter Elst and Robinson [tER97], we obtain
spectral estimates for the harmonic and anharmonic oscillators on Hn.
Moreover, we show that our approach extends to graded SI{Z-groups of central dimension 1,
i.e., graded groups which possess unitary irreducible representations which are square-integrable
modulo the 1-dimensional center ZpGq.
The latter part of the article is concerned with spectral multipliers. By combining ter Elst and
Robinson’s techniques with recent results in [AR18], we obtain useful Lp-Lq-estimates for spectral
multipliers of the sub-Laplacian LHn,2 and, in fact more generally, of general Rockland operators
on general graded groups. As a by-product, we recover the Sobolev embeddings on graded groups
established in [FR17], and obtain explicit hypoelliptic heat semigroup estimates.
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1. Introduction
In this article we strongly propose a natural candidate for a canonical choice of the harmonic
oscillator on the Heisenberg group Hn. Our approach is motivated by the fact that the harmonic
oscillator1 QRn :“ ´∆ ` 4pi2 |t|2 on Rn, on the one hand, can be written as the image ´dρpLHnq
of the negative sub-Laplacian on Hn under the infinitesimal Schro¨dinger representation dρ of the
Heisenberg Lie algebra hn, and, on the other hand, as the Weyl quantization (again related to ρ)
of the symbol σpt, ξq :“ 4pi2p|ξ|2 ` |t|2q, that is,
´∆` 4pi2 |t|2 “ ´dρpLHnq “ Opw pσq “
ĳ
Hn{ZpHnq
pσpx, yqρpx, yq dx dy.(1)
Of all Lie groups whose unitary irreducible representations act on L2pHnq we therefore pick the 3-
step nilpotent Dynin-Folland group Hn,2, as it was conceived in Dynin’s foundational paper [Dyn75]
precisely to solve the problem of the Weyl quantization on Hn, i.e., the momentum variables in
T ˚Hn – Hn,2{ZpHn,2q are mapped correctly onto the left-invariant vector fields on Hn while
the coordinate functions are mapped correctly onto the coordinate multiplication operators. In
particular this solves the analogue of (1). The crucial ingredient for the Weyl quantization are the
group’s generic unitary irreducible representations.
Many years after Dynin’s brief introduction of the group (without giving it a name), Fol-
land [Fol94] studied the group in detail as a special case of what he called meta-Heisenberg groups:
the meta-Heisenberg group of the Heisenberg group. Recently, Fischer, Rottensteiner and Ruzhan-
sky [FRR18] characterized the group’s unitary irreducible representations in order to study the
related coorbit spaces in the sense of Feichtinger and Gro¨chenig’s foundational paper [FG89]. In
recognition of Dynin’s and Folland’s works, the authors named the group the “Dynin-Folland group”
and denoted it by Hn,2, in recognition of the meta-Heisenberg aspect.
In this article, we make use of the intimate connection between left-invariant2 operators on Hn
and the generic representations of its meta-Heisenberg group Hn,2 in order to define a canonical
harmonic oscillator QHn on Hn as the image ´dpipLq of the negative sub-Laplacian LHn,2 under the
generic representation pi P pHn,2 of formal dimension dpi “ 1. Employing the machinery developed
1The factor 4pi2 in the harmonic oscillator arises from our choice of realizing the Schro¨dinger representation, but
creates no essential deviation from the versions in Folland [Fol89] or Stein [Ste93].
2This is our choice. Equivalently, one could focus on right-invariant operators.
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in ter Elst and Robinson [tER97], we provide concrete spectral estimates for this operator and
those dilated versions of it which correspond to the images of ´LHn,2 under all the other generic
representations pi P pHn,2. The spectral estimates are initially given for Hn,2 equipped with the
canonical homogeneous structure, of which Hn equipped with its canonical homogeneous structure
forms a subgroup. Since the techniques in [tER97] were developed for positive Rockland operators
on general graded groups, we extend our approach to study a much wider class of so-called anhar-
monic oscillators AHn on Hn, which are defined as the images of positive Rockland operators R
under the generic representations pi P pHn,2. The spectral estimates we provide for these operators
are given with respect to a large class of homogeneous structures on Hn,2. As a special case this
includes the family of the harmonic oscillator and its natural dilates. Moreover, we show that the
concrete spectral estimates extend from Hn,2 to a large class of graded groups which comprises Hn
and Hn,2. The last section of the article pays tribute to the prominent role the sub-Laplacians and
positive homogeneous Rockland operators on Hn,2 play in our approach to harmonic and anhar-
monic oscillators on Hn. By another application of ter Elst and Robinson’s machinery combined
with recent results established in Akylzhanov and Ruzhansky [AR18], we prove asymptotic bounds
for spectral multipliers of the sub-Laplacian LHn,2 and, more generally, for spectral multipliers of
Rockland operators on general graded groups. Notably, we recover Sobolev embeddings, which
were first proved in Folland [Fol75] for the sub-Laplacian on a generic stratified group and, more
generally in Fischer and Ruzhansky [FR17], for all positive Rockland operators on a general graded
group.
Let us mention that we are not the first to propose a definition of harmonic oscillator on Hn.
Fischer [Fis11], for example, makes a case for QH1 :“ ´dpipLGq for the sub-Laplacian on a 6-
dimensional 2-step nilpotent Lie group G. The main difference between this operator and the
harmonic oscillator that we propose here lies in the quadratic potential added to the sub-Laplacian
LH1 . However, the spectrum of her operator QH1 in [Fis11] is continuous whereas the spectrum
of our version of QH1 is discrete. Since the spectrum of the harmonic oscillator on R1, and more
generally on Rn, is discrete (in practice and also due to physical considerations), it is natural to
expect that any reasonable candidate for QH1 would have the same features, which is indeed the
case with the operator considered in this paper.
As an example, with a general derivation in Section 5 and, more specifically, taking κ “ 1 in
Example 5.3, our proposed harmonic oscillator QH1 on the first Heisenberg group H1 with the
canonical coordinates pt1, t2, t3q has the explicit form
QH1 “ ´
`B2t1 ` B2t2˘´ 14`t12 ` t22˘B2t3 ` `t1Bt2 ´ t2Bt1˘Bt3 ` 4pi2 t23.
We refer to Subsection 6.2 for the details of many examples of different families of anharmonic
oscillators on Hn.
We note that in the case of Rn the general families of anharmonic oscillators and their spectral
properties have been recently analyzed in [CDR18] from the point of view of the Weyl-Ho¨rmander
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theory. We refer to [CDR18] also for a more extensive discussion of the history of the results on
the Euclidean anharmonic oscillators.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall in more detail the role of the Heisenberg
group in (1). We provide the most crucial details about Hn and its generic representations ρ P pHn,
realized as the Schro¨dinger representations on L2pRnq.
In Section 3 we briefly recall the machinery developed in ter Elst and Robinson [tER97] for
positive Rockland operators on general graded groups. To this end, we recall the definitions of
homogeneous structures and Rockland operators. The section also provides two examples for the
usefulness of ter Elst and Robinson’s results: spectral estimates for the harmonic oscillator QRn
and for a family of anharmonic oscillators on R.
In Section 4 we give a quite brief but complete introduction to the Dynin-Folland Hn,2, its
natural stratification, and its generic representations.
In Section 5 we define the canonical harmonic oscillator QHn and provide a concrete formula in
terms of the exponential coordinates on Hn.
The main results of this paper are presented in Sections 6 to 8. In Section 6 we explain why it
is reasonable to extend the definition of QHn somewhat by employing all generic representations
pi P pHn,2 and provide spectral estimates for this “family of canonical harmonic oscillators” in
terms of the canonical homogeneous structure of Hn,2 related to its natural stratification. We then
extend the approach to define a large class of anharmonic oscillators on Hn in terms of general
positive Rockland operators on Hn,2. The subsequent spectral estimates for these operators are
not restricted to the canonical homogeneous structure on Hn,2 anymore but provided for a large
family of homogeneous structures, which allow the most precise estimates possible by ter Elst and
Robinson’s machinery. The harmonic oscillator QHn is included as a special case.
In Section 7 we prove that our approach via the Dynin-Folland group Hn,2 extends to all
graded groups with 1-dimensional center and unitary irreducible representations which are square-
integrable modulo the center. The corresponding spectral estimates, however, are only given with
respect to the canonical homogeneous structure for a given gradation since precise estimates require
some a priori knowledge (about the dilations we use) which for an arbitrary homogeneous structure
is not available.
Finally, in Section 8 we show how the techniques used so far give rise to estimates on Lp-
Lq-multipliers on the Dynin-Folland group and, somewhat surprisingly, on all graded groups. In
particular, this holds for every admissible homogeneous structure on a given gradable group. The
Lp-Lq-estimates are built on an explicit asymptotic growth-bound, which we can provide for every
positive Rockland operator R on a graded group equipped with an arbitrary, but fixed homogeneous
structure. The bound itself is given in terms of the homogeneous degree of R and the homogeneous
dimensionQ of the groupG. The actual Lp-Lq-estimates follow from an application of recent results
on spectral multipliers on locally compact groups established in Akylzhanov and Ruzhansky [AR18].
It is worth noting that we recover important Sobolev embeddings due to Folland [Fol75] and Fischer
and Ruzhansky [FR17].
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2. The Harmonic Oscillator on Rn
In this section we briefly recall the most important facts about the relationship between the
Heisenberg group Hn equipped with its natural stratification and the corresponding sub-Laplacian
LHn , and the canonical harmonic oscillator QRn on Rn. Since this is very well known matter, we
will mainly use this section as a vehicle to set our notation and highlight specific details which will
play a role in later sections. We will therefore omit the proofs and refer to the monograph Fischer
and Ruzhansky [FR16] instead.
2.1. The Heisenberg Group and its Natural Stratification. Our notation here will be chosen
to be most convenient for the presentation of the results of this paper.
Definition 2.1. Let n P N. We define the Heisenberg Lie algebra hn to be R2n`1 equipped
with the Lie bracket which for the standard basis tX2n`1, . . . , X1u is defined by the non-vanishing
commutators rXj , Xj`ns “ X2n`1 for all j “ 1, . . . , n.
We define the Heisenberg group Hn to be the connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group
obtained by exponentiating hn.
By abbreviating elements g “ expHn
`
x2n`1X2n`1` . . .`x1X1
˘ P Hn by px2n`1, x2n, . . . , x1q the
Hn-group law in exponential coordinates is given by
px2n`1, x2n, . . . , x1qpx12n`1,x12n, . . . , x11q
“
´
x2n`1 ` x12n`1 ` 12
nÿ
j“1
pxjx1n`j ´ x1jxn`jq, x2n ` x12n, . . . , x1 ` x11
¯
.(2)
Often it is convenient to group the variables as x˜3 :“ x2n`1, x˜2 :“ px2n, . . . , xn`1q, x˜1 :“ pxn, . . . , x1q
and rewrite the group law as
px˜3, x˜2, x˜1qpx˜13, x˜12, x˜11q “
´
x˜3 ` x˜13 ` 12
`@
x˜1, x˜
1
2
D´ @x˜2, x˜11D˘, x˜2 ` x˜12, x˜1 ` x˜11¯.(3)
The Heisenberg Lie algebra hn possesses a natural stratification together with a family of dila-
tions.
Lemma 2.2. The Heisenberg Lie algebra hn admits a stratification hn “ g3 ‘ g2 ‘ g1 with
g3 :“ RX2n`1, g2 :“ R-spantX2n, . . . , Xn`1u, g1 :“ R-spantXn, . . . , X1u,
for which
DrpX2n`1q “ r2X2n`1, DrpXj`nq “ rXj`n, DrpXjq “ rXj j “ 1, . . . , n,
defines a family of dilations on hn.
Due to the stratification, the negative sum of squares of squares
`
X21 ` X22
˘ P u phnq gives rise
to a hypoelliptic sub-Laplacian LHn :“ dR
`
X21 `X22
˘
, which is densely defined on L2pHnq; here R
denotes the right regular representation R of Hn and dR the extension to the universal enveloping
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algebra u phnq of its derivative. The sub-Laplacian is negative definite and possesses a self-adjoint
extension to L2pHnq. In the above exponential coordinates it is explicitly given by
LHn “
`Bt1 ´ 12 tn`1Bt2n`1˘2 ` . . .` `Btn ´ 12 t2nBt2n`1˘2
` `Btn`1 ` 12 t1Bt2n`1˘2 ` . . .` `Bt2n ` 12 tnBt2n`1˘2.
2.2. The Harmonic Oscillator Via The Schro¨dinger Representation. In this subsection
we recall the connections between the sub-Laplacian of Heisenberg group LHn and the harmonic
oscillator on Rn, also known as the Hermite operator. To this end, we recall that the Heisenberg
group Hn possesses a family of unitary irreducible representations which are square-integrable
modulo the center ZpHnq “ expHn
`
RX2n`1
˘
. Each of these representations corresponds to a
uniquely determined flat coadjoint orbit
OκX˚2n`1 “ κX2˚n`1 ` R-spantX2˚n, . . . , X1˚ u
with κ P Rzt0u. Accordingly, we denote the representations by ρκ and call them the Schro¨dinger
representations of Hn of parameter κ P Rzt0u. Since the subalgebra
m :“ R-spantX2n`1, X2n, . . . , Xn`1u Ÿ hn
is polarizing for all representatives κX2˚n`1, κ P Rzt0u, and Rn –MzHn for M :“ expHnpmq, each
ρκ can be realized in Hρκ “ L2pRnq as the representation ρκ :“ indHn,2M pχκX˚2n`1q induced by the
character
χκX˚2n`1 : M Ñ C : m ÞÑ e2piixκX
˚
2n`1,logpmqy.
Expressed in the exponential coordinates of (2), the representation ρκ acts on f P L2pRnq by`
ρκpx2n`1, . . . , x1qf
˘ptn, . . . , t1q “ e2piiκ`x2n`1` 12 řnj1 xjpxj`n`2tjq˘fptn ` xn, . . . , t1 ` x1q.(4)
If we group the variables as in (3) and, accordingly, set t :“ ptn, . . . , t1q, this identity shortens to`
ρκpx˜3, x˜2, x˜1qf
˘ptq “ e2piiκ`x˜3` 12 xx˜1,x˜2y`xx˜2,ty˘fpt` x˜1q.
The action of the infinitesimal representation dρκ of hn can be written out for the smooth vectors
H8ρκ – S pRnq of ρκ:$’&’%
dpiκpX2n`1qf “ 2piiκ f,
dpiκpXj`nqf “ 2piiκ tj f, j “ 1, . . . , n.
dpiκpXjqf “ Btjf,
The latter two identities indicate the strong connection with the harmonic oscillator, which following
the conventions of Stein’s monograph [Ste93], is defined as the positive definite essentially self-
adjoint operator on L2pRnq given by
´∆` |t|2 “
nÿ
j“1
p´B2tj ` t2j q.
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We recall that this operator has discrete spectrum of eigenvalues λs “ p2 |s|`nq for s P Zn, and the
Hermite functions form an eigenbasis of L2pRnq; for a proof we refer to Stein [Ste93, Ch. XII § 6]
or Folland [Fol89, Ch. 1 § 7]. However, the factors p2piiq in (5) disturb the connection between the
sum of squares LHn P u phnq and the harmonic oscillator. At the modest price of a slight rescaling,
yet retaining all the interesting properties, we modify the definition to fit within our framework.
Definition 2.3. The harmonic oscillator on Rn is defined to be the positive definite essentially
self-adjoint operator QRn on L2pRnq given by
QRn :“ ´∆` 4pi2 |t|2 “
nÿ
j“1
p´B2tj ` 4pi2t2j q.
With this definition at hand, we can formulate the connection between LHn and QRn and sum-
marize some important properties arising from it. For a proof we again refer to [Fol89] or [Ste93].
Proposition 2.4. Let
 
ρκ
(
κPRzt0u be the Schro¨dinger representations of the Heisenberg group Hn,
realized as in (4), and let ρ “ ρ1. Let QRn be the harmonic oscillator on Rn fixed by Definition 2.3.
Then for P :“ ´ř2nj“1X2j we have
´LHn “ dRpP q,
QRn “ dρpP q.
For κ P Rzt0u the operators
QκRn :“ dρκpP q “ ´∆` 4pi2κ2 |t|2
are positive definite and essentially self-adjoint on L2pRnq with discrete spectrum. Their eigenvalues
are given by
λs,κ “ 2pi |κ| p2 |s| ` nq, s P Zn.(5)
3. On Positive Rockand Operators and Their Spectra
In this section we recall one of the main results in ter Elst and Robinson [tER97] on spectral
estimates for operators whose principal part is a positive Rockland form. To this end, we recall the
basic definitions in the context of homogeneous Lie groups and Rockland operators. For a detailed
exposition of homogeneous, in particular graded, groups and Rockland operators, we refer to our
main reference [FR16], in particular to the Chapters 3 and 4.
Definition 3.1. (i) A family of dilations tDrurą0 of a Lie algebra g is a family of Lie algebra
automorphisms on g such that
Dr :“ expGLpn,Rq
`
A logprq˘(6)
for a diagonalizable linear map A on g with positive eigenvalues v1, . . . ,vdimpgq.
(ii) A homogeneous group is a connected, simply connected Lie group whose Lie algebra is
equipped with dilations.
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(iii) The eigenvalues of A will be referred to as the weights of tDrurą0. The set of weights is
denoted by WA and the eigenspace of a weight v PWA is denoted by Wv.
(vi) Given a Lie algebra g equipped with dilations tDrurą0, we will denote by tDr˚ urą0 the
dilations on the dual Lie algebra g˚ obtained by duality.
Let us recall some well-known facts: Every homogeneous group is nilpotent and the dilations
tDrurą0 lift to the Lie group G via exponential or Malcev coordinates. Every graded group is
homogeneous and in this case one can always rescale the dilations’ weights so that they are positive
integers with one as their greatest common divisor. One then defines the homogeneous dimension
of G to be Q :“ v1 ` . . . ` vdimpgq “ TrpAq. Moreover, every graded group permits a canonical
homogeneous structure defined as follows.
Definition 3.2. Let g be a graded Lie algebra with gradation g “ ‘Nk“1gk. Let r ą 0 and let A
be the matrix for which AX “ kX for all X P gk and k “ 1, . . . , N . Then we define the canonical
dilations associated with the gradation of g by (6).
This definition implies that every basis given as the union of bases tXk1 , . . . , Xkdk u of the direct
summands gk is an eigenbasis of A and WA “ t1, . . . , ku. Such a basis is, in particular, a strong
Malcev basis for g. A generic family of dilations, however, may have an eigenbasis which is not of
this type; eigenvectors for a given weight may, for example, not belong to any direct summand.
Another crucial notion are the so-called homogeneous quasi-norms, which serve as the natural
substitute for norms in the sense that they respect the homogeneous group structure.
Definition 3.3. A homogeneous quasi-norm on a homogeneous Lie group G is a continuous non-
negative function G Q g ÞÑ |g|G P r0,8q such that for all g P G, r ą 0, we have
(i)
ˇˇ
g´1
ˇˇ
G
“ |g|G,
(ii) |Drpgq|G “ r |g|G,
(iii) |g|G “ 0 if and only if g equals the unit element of G.
Ter Elst and Robinson’s analysis relies on the use of the homogeneous norm on the dual Lie
algebra g˚ of a given homogeneous group G which is defined by
|l|g˚ :“ inf
!
r ą 0 : ››D˚1{rplq››g˚ ď 1),(7)
where } . }g˚ is the dual norm on g˚ of a given norm } . }g on g. However, it may occasionally be
more convenient to work with homogeneous quasi-norms on g˚ which are equivalent but different
from | . |g˚ . To this end, we give the following definition.
Definition 3.4. A homogeneous quasi-norm on the dual Lie algebra g˚ of a homogeneous Lie
group G is a continuous non-negative function g˚ Q l ÞÑ |l|g˚ P r0,8q such that for all l P g˚, r ą 0,
we have
(i) |l ` l1|g˚ ď Cp|l|g˚ ` |l1|g˚q for some C ě 1,
(ii) |Dr˚ plq|g˚ “ r |l|g˚ ,
(iii) |l|g˚ “ 0 if and only if l “ 0.
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It is well known that all homogeneous quasi-norms on G are equivalent, and it is easy to see that
all homogeneous quasi-norms on g˚ for a given family of dilations are equivalent, in particular they
are equivalent to the quasi-norm defined by (7); therefore all equivalent quasi-norms on g˚ induce
the Euclidean topology. Throughout this article we will use a very convenient type of homogeneous
quasi-norm on g˚, which facilitates our computations enormously.
Proposition 3.5. Let G be a graded group of topological dimension d equipped with a family of
dilations tDrurą0 defined by a weight matrix A. Let Q be the associated homogeneous dimension of
G and let tDr˚ urą0 be the dilations on g˚ defined by duality. Let v1, . . . ,vM be the distinct elements
of the set of weights WA. Given an eigenbasis tXd, . . . , X1u “ tXMdM , . . . , XM1 , . . . , X1d1 , . . . , X11u,
let us express all elements l P g˚ in terms of the dual basis, i.e., l “ l1X1˚ ` . . . ` ldXd˚ . Then the
map | . |8g˚,A : g˚ Ñ r0,8q defined by
|l|8g˚,A :“max
!ˇˇ
lkdk
ˇˇ1{vk , . . . , ˇˇlk1 ˇˇ1{vk : k “ 1, . . . ,M)
“ max
!ˇˇ
lMdM
ˇˇ1{vM , . . . , ˇˇlM1 ˇˇ1{vM , . . . , ˇˇl1d1 ˇˇ1{v1 , . . . , ˇˇl11 ˇˇ1{v1)
is a homogeneous quasi-norm.
Proof. The proof is quite straightforward. To show (i) of Definition 3.4, we find thatˇˇ
l ` l1 ˇˇ8
g˚,A “ max
!ˇˇ
lkdk
ˇˇ1{vk , . . . , ˇˇlk1 ˇˇ1{vk : k “ 1, . . . ,M)
ď max
!
C1{vk
`ˇˇ
lkdk
ˇˇ1{vk ` ˇˇl1kdk ˇˇ1{vk˘, . . . , C1{k`ˇˇlk1 ˇˇ1{vk ` ˇˇl1k1 ˇˇ1{vk˘ : k “ 1, . . . ,M)
for M ´ 1 constants C1{M , . . . C1{2 ą 0 and C1 :“ 1. If we set C :“ maxtC1{M , . . . , C1u, thenˇˇ
l ` l1 ˇˇ8
g˚,A ď C max
 ˇˇ
lMdM
ˇˇ1{vM ` ˇˇl1MdM ˇˇ1{vM , . . . , ˇˇl11 ˇˇ1{v1 ` ˇˇl111 ˇˇ1{v1(
ď C`|l|8g˚,A ` ˇˇl1 ˇˇ8g˚,A˘.
The properties (ii) and (iii) are obviously satisfied. 
The canonical dilations associated to a given gradation of a gradable Lie algebra (cf. Defini-
tion 3.2) give rise to a specific example of | . |8g˚,A.
Corollary 3.6. Let G be a graded group of topological dimension d with gradation g “ ‘Nk“1gk and
set dk :“ dimpgkq for j “ 1, . . . , N . Let G be equipped with the canonical homogeneous structure
from Definition 3.2 and let tDr˚ urą0 be the dilations on g˚ defined by duality. Given a strong
Malcev basis tXd, . . . , X1u “ tXNdN , . . . , XN1 , . . . , X1d1 , . . . , X11u passing through the gradation, let
us express all elements l P g˚ in terms of the dual basis, i.e., l “ l1X1˚ ` . . .` ldXd˚ . Then the map
| . |8g˚ : g˚ Ñ r0,8q defined by
|l|8g˚ :“max
!ˇˇ
lkdk
ˇˇ1{k
, . . . ,
ˇˇ
lk1
ˇˇ1{k
: k “ 1, . . . , N
)
“ max
!ˇˇ
lNdN
ˇˇ1{N
, . . . ,
ˇˇ
lN1
ˇˇ1{N
, . . . ,
ˇˇ
l1d1
ˇˇ
, . . . ,
ˇˇ
l11
ˇˇ)
is a homogeneous quasi-norm.
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The rest of this section focuses on Rockland operators and the crucial results from ter Elst and
Robinson [tER97] we will use throughout the article. Note that our definition follows [tER97] and
thus varies slightly from the equivalent Definition 4.1.2 in [FR16].
Definition 3.7. Let G be a homogeneous Lie group and let P P u pgq be homogeneous of positive
degree. We say that P is a “Rockland form” if for every non-trivial unirrep pi P pG the operator
dpipP q is injective on the smooth vectors H8pi , that is,
@v P H8pi : dpipP qv “ 0 ñ v “ 0.(8)
A “Rockland operator” on G is a left-invariant differential operator R with R “ dRpP q for some
Rockland form P P u pgq, that is, an operator which is the image under the infinitesimal right
regular representation of some Rockland form P .
We recall the main tools for our analysis, [tER97, Thm. 4.1]:
Theorem 3.8. Let G be a homogeneous Lie group and let g˚ be equipped with a homogeneous norm.
Let pi P pG with coadjoint orbit Opi. Let µpi be the orbital measure on Opi and for λ ą 0 let
N0pλ, piq :“ µpi
` 
l P Opi : |l|g˚ ď λ
(˘
.
Moreover, let P be a positive Rockland form of homogeneous degree ν and let Npλ, pi, P q be the
number of eigenvalues of dpipP q, counted with multiplicities, which are less or equal to λ. Then
there exists a constant c ą 0 such that
c´1N0pλ, piq ď Npλν , pi, P q ď cN0pλ, piq(9)
uniformly for all λ ą 0 and all unirreps pi P pG.
Since any two quasi-norms on g˚ equipped with a homogeneous structure are equivalent, the
asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues Npλ, pi, P 1q can be computed by using any quasi-norm. In
each concrete example of this article, we choose the most convenient one.
The following two examples show how efficient ter Elst and Robinson’s techniques are. The first
example discusses the harmonic oscillator on Rn, the second one a family of anharmonic oscillators
on R, which was treated in [tER97]. Although the family of anharmonic oscillators includes the
harmonic oscillator, the argument for a specific anharmonic case is hardly more involved than the
harmonic case. For this reason and the sake of clarity, we treat the first example quite explicitly
in n dimensions and only sketch the anharmonic oscillators in one dimension.
Example 3.9 (The Harmonic Oscillator on Rn). Although the eigenvalues (5) of the harmonic
oscillator QRn are very well known, we could, in ignorance of their precise values, apply ter Elst and
Robinson’s method right away to estimate their asymptotic distribution. Since for the Schro¨dinger
representation ρ “ ρ1 on L2pRnq the positive Rockland form P :“ ´ř2nj“1X2j P u phnq satisfies
dRpP q “ ´LHn ,
dρpP q “ QRn ,
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we can apply Theorem 3.8 and eventually obtain
Npλ, ρ, P q „ λn and λs „ s 1n , s “ 1, 2, . . . ,(10)
which is precisely what we asymptotically have for the eigenvalues λs “ 2 |s| ` n of QRn .
The explicit argument goes as follows. On each coadjoint orbit OκX˚2n`1 , κ P Rzt0u, the orbital
measure is given by µρκ “ |κ|´n dmR2n , that is, a weighted version of the 2n-dimensional Lebesgue
measure on the affine subspace OκX˚2n`1 Ď hn˚. This follows directly from the direct integral rep-
resentation mhn˚ “
ş‘
zphnq˚ µρκdµpρκq of the Lebesgue measure on hn˚ by the Plancherel theorem
(cf. [CG90, Thm. 4.3.10]) and the fact that the Plancherel measure on zphnq˚ – hn˚{Ad˚pHnq – pHn
is given by dµpρκq “ |κ|n dκ. So, for ρ “ ρ1 we have µρ “ mR2n . Then by an easy calculation or
Proposition 3.6 one has that | . |8hn˚ : hn˚ Ñ r0,8q defined by
|l|8hn˚ :“ max
 ˇˇ
lx2n`1
ˇˇ1{2
, |lx2n | , . . . , |lx1 |
(
is a homogeneous quasi-norm for the canonical homogeneous structure associated to the natural
stratification of hn. If the orbit OκX˚2n`1 “ κX2˚n`1 ` R-spantX2˚n, . . . , X1˚ u and the closed | . |
8
hn˚
-
neighborhood of radius λ1{2 have non-void intersection, that is, if λ1{2 ď κ, then
mR2n
` 
l P OκX˚2n`1 : |l|hn˚ ď λ1{2
(˘ “ mR2n` l P OκX˚2n`1 : ˇˇlx2n`1 ˇˇ ď λ, |lx2n | ď λ1{2, . . . , |lx1 | ď λ1{2(˘
“ 22nλ2n{2;
otherwise we have
mR2n
` 
l P OκX˚2n`1 : |l|hn˚ ď λ1{2
(˘ “ 0.
Thus, we have
Npλ, ρκ, P q „ N0pλ1{2, ρκq „
#
λn if λ1{2 ď κ,
0 otherwise.
The second estimate in (10) follows from the observation that for small enough ε ą 0 and large
enough s P N there exists a constant c ą 0 such that for all s P N we have
c´1 pλs ´ εqn ď Npλs ´ ε, ρκ, P q ď s ď Npλs, ρκ, P q ď cλns ,
or equivalently, λs „ s 1n . In particular, this holds for κ “ 1, which implies (10).
Example 3.10 (Anharmonic Oscillators on R). The example of the following family of anharmonic
oscillators on R was treated in [tER97]. For the homogeneous structure on h1 defined by the
modified dilations
DrpX3q “ rv1`v2X3, DrpX2q “ rv2X2, DrpX1q “ rv1X1 for fixed v1,v2 P N,
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the form P :“ p´1qv2X2v21 ` p´1qv1X2v12 is positive and Rockland of homogeneous degree ν “
2v1v2. By employing a convenient homogeneous quasi-norm on h1˚ , e.g., the one from Proposi-
tion 3.5, the same argument as above yields
Npλ, ρ, P q „ λpv1`v2q{2v1v2 and λs „ s2v1v2{pv1`v2q, s “ 1, 2, . . . .
The spectral asymptotics of this type of anharmonic oscillator with additional polynomial potential
were established in Helffer and Robert [HR82a, HR82b]. A recent article by Chatzakou, Delgado
and Ruzhansky [CDR18] investigates the spectral properties for negative powers of anharmonic
oscillators in terms of Schatten-von Neumann classes using the Weyl-Ho¨rmander theory.
4. The Dynin-Folland Group Hn,2
The 3-step connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group we call the Dynin-Folland group Hn,2
was introduced in Dynin [Dyn75] in order to study a natural type of Weyl quantization of pseudo-
differential operators on the Heisenberg group Hn and was studied in detail in Folland [Fol94] as
a specific example of the so-called meta-Heisenberg groups. Recently, Fischer, Rottensteiner and
Ruzhansky [FRR18] characterized the coorbit spaces related to H2,n.
The group’s generic representations and the homogeneous structure related to the natural strat-
ification permit a natural notion of harmonic oscillator on Hn and give access to the asymptotic
distribution of the oscillator’s spectrum.
Note that our general notation was chosen in accordance with Corwin and Greenleaf’s mono-
graph [CG90]. Our references for homogeneous, graded and stratified Lie groups are the monographs
Folland and Stein [FS82] and Fischer and Ruzhansky [FR16]
4.1. Dynin’s Original Lie Algebra. In the case of the lowest dimension the Dynin-Folland group
H1,2 is a semi-direct product H1,2 “ R4 ¸H1 of R4 and the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group H1.
Its 3-step nilpotent Lie algebra h1,2 is defined by a strong Malcev basis tZ, Y1, Y2, Y3, X3, X2, X1u
with Lie brackets »——————————–
r . , . s Y1 Y2 Y3 X3 X2 X1
Y1 0 0 ´Z
Y2 0 0 ´Z 0
Y3 ´Z ´12Y1 12Y2
X3 0 0 Z 0 0 0
X2 0 Z
1
2Y1 0 0 ´X3
X1 Z 0 ´12Y2 0 X3 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
.(11)
The center of h1,2 is zph1,2q “ RZ and is one-dimensional, the Heisenberg Lie algebra h1 “
R-spantX3, X2, X1u is a subalgebra of h1,2 and its complement m :“ R-spantZ, Y1, Y2, Y3u is Abelian
and an ideal of h1,2. We refer to [Dyn75] and [Fol94] for the quantization-theoretical intuition behind
the definition of the Dynin-Folland group.
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Choosing l “ κZ˚ P zph1q˚ with κ P Rzt0u, the matrix representation of the symplectic form Bl
is given by
rBls “
»——————————–
lpr . , . sq Y1 Y2 Y3 X3 X2 X1
Y1 0 0 ´κ
Y2 0 0 ´κ 0
Y3 ´κ 0 0
X1 0 0 κ
X2 0 κ 0 0
X3 κ 0 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
.(12)
Consequently, Bl is non-degenerate; its Pfaffian is given Pfplq “ |κ|3 and the coadjoint orbit Ol is the
6-dimensional affine subspace κZ˚`R-spantY1˚ , . . . , X1˚ u. It follows that, up to Plancherel measure
zero, all coadjoint orbits are flat and agree precisely with the orbits OκZ˚ , κ P Rzt0u. Since m is
Abelian and of dimension 4, it is a polarization for all l P zph1,2q˚; moreover, if M :“ expH1,2pmq,
then MzH1,2 – H1. Consequently, all representations piκ P SI{ZpH1,2q can be realized on L2pH1q.
In particular, it is convenient to realize the piκ in coordinates arising from the strong Malcev basis
tZ, . . . ,X1u. The representation corresponding to l :“ Z˚, i.e., for κ “ 1, was the object of interest
in Dynin’s account.
Of course, there is a straight-forward generalization to the case n ą 1 and we discuss it in the
following subsection. In particular, we will focus on the natural stratification of hn,2, which is
absent in [Dyn75] and [Fol94].
4.2. A Stratification of hn,2. The stratification of hn,2 possesses a natural homogeneous structure,
which will be one of the principal tools for our analysis of the harmonic and anharmonic oscillators
on Hn.
Let us first consider n “ 1. In this case the stratification becomes obvious if we exchange the
order of Y3 and X3 for the Lie bracket defined by (11). The resulting table of Lie brackets is»——————————–
r . , . s Y1 Y2 X3 Y3 X2 X1
Y1 0 0 ´Z
Y2 0 0 ´Z 0
X1 Z 0 0
Y3 0 0 ´Z 0 ´12Y1 12Y2
X2 0 Z 0
1
2Y1 0 ´X3
X3 Z 0 0 ´12Y2 X3 0
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
.
Lemma 4.1. The Dynin-Folland Lie algebra h1,2 admits a stratification h1,2 “ g3 ‘ g2 ‘ g1:
g3 :“ RZ, g2 :“ R-spantY1, Y2, X3u, g1 :“ R-spantY3, X2, X1u.
We now generalize this principle for n P N and give a definition of hn,2 which is equivalent to
Dynin’s originial definition.
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Definition 4.2. Let n P N. We define the Dynin-Folland Lie algebra hn,2 to be R4n`3 equipped
with the Lie bracket which for the standard basis tZ, Y1, . . . , Y2n`1, X2n`1, . . . , X1u satisfies»—————————————————————————————————–
r . , . s Y1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Yn Yn`1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Y2n X2n`1 Y2n`1 X2n ¨ ¨ ¨ Xn`1 Xn ¨ ¨ ¨ X1
Y1 ´Z
... . .
.
Yn ´Z
Yn`1 0 ´Z
... . .
.
Y2n ´Z
X2n`1 Z
Y2n`1 ´Z ´12Yn ¨ ¨ ¨ ´12Y1 12Y2n ¨ ¨ ¨ 12Yn`1
X2n Z
1
2Yn ´X2n`1
... . .
. ...
. . .
Xn`1 Z 12Y1 ´X2n`1
Xn Z ´12Y2n X2n`1
... . .
. ...
. . .
X1 Z ´12Yn`1 X2n`1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffifl
.
We define the Dynin-Folland group H1,2 to be the connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie
group obtained by exponentiating hn,2.
Remark 4.3. The subalgebra R-spantX2n`1, X2n, . . . , X1u ď hn,2 is isomorphic to the Heisenberg
Lie algebra hn.
The group H1,2 admits a stratification and, by Definition 3.2, a canonical homogeneous structure:
Lemma 4.4. The Dynin-Folland Lie algebra hn,2 admits a stratification hn,2 “ g3 ‘ g2 ‘ g1:
g3 :“ RZ, g2 :“ R-spantY1, . . . , Y2n, X2n`1u, g1 :“ R-spantY2n`1, X2n, . . . , X1u.
Proposition 4.5. The canonical family of dilations tDrurą0 on the Dynin-Folland group Hn,2
related to the stratification in Lemma 4.4 is given by
(13)
$’&’%
DrpZq “ r3Z,
DrpYjq “ r2Yj , DrpX2n`1q “ r2X2n`1,
DrpXjq “ rXj , DrpY2n`1q “ rY2n`1,
for j “ 1, . . . , 2n.
For the homogeneous structure thus defined the homogeneous dimension equals
Q “
3ÿ
j“1
j dimpgjq “ p2n` 1q ` 2p2n` 1q ` 3 “ 6n` 6.
In Section 6 we will also consider other dilations which are compatible with this stratification of
hn,2.
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4.3. The Generic Representations. In this subsection we discuss the generic unirreps of Hn,2
in terms of a convenient set of coordinates. The generic unirreps were first classified in [Fol94]. For
h1,2 these are precisely the representations corresponding to the coadjoint orbits OκZ˚ , κ P Rzt0u,
see Subsection 4.1. A classification of the remaining unirreps was given in [FRR18]. A consequence
of the full classification is the square integrability modulo the respective projective kernels of all
unirreps of Hn,2. For details we refer to [Fol94, p. 7] and [FRR18, Cor. 4.7].
In this article, however, we will exclusively use the generic unirreps, of which we give an explicit
description. For general n P N the generic coadjoint orbits are the affine subspaces
OκZ˚ “ κZ˚ ‘ R4n`2 ď hn˚,2
for κ P Rzt0u and the corresponding representations denoted by piκ, can be realized in the repre-
sentation space L2pHnq: The subalgebra m :“ R-spantZ, Y1, . . . , Y2n`1u is a polarization for each
representative κZ˚, κ ‰ 0. In fact, m is Abelian, thus an ideal of hn,2; equivalently, M :“ expHn,2pmq
is an Abelian normal subgroup of Hn,2. The direct complement h :“ mK “ R-spantX2n`1, . . . , X1u
is therefore a subalgebra of hn,2 which is isomorphic to hn; equivalently, Hn – expHn,2phq “: H ď
Hn,2. Given l “ κZ˚ for κ ‰ 0, piκ can be realized as the representation piκ :“ indHn,2M pχκZ˚q acting
in L2pMzHn,2q induced by the character
χκZ˚ : M Ñ C : m ÞÑ e2piixκZ˚,logpmqy.
Since MzHn,2 – H, the natural representation space of piκ can be identified with L2pHnq.
The specific choice of coordinates for a concrete realization of piκ in L
2pHnq is a matter of
taste and purpose. Choosing exponential coordinates and κ “ 1, one follows precisely Dynin’s
original prescription. However, we will deviate from Dynin’s choice and employ a different set of
coordinates, which simplifies the Hn,2-group law and, a fortiori, the expressions for the generic
unirreps. These coordinates are the natural coordinates when Hn,2 is written as the semi-direct
product Hn,2 “M ¸H and are referred to as “split exponential coordinates” in [FRR18].
Writing an arbitrary, but fixed element g P Hn,2 in split exponential coordinates amounts to
writing
g “ expHn,2
`
zZ ` y1Y1 ` . . .` y2n`1Y2n`1
˘
expHn,2
`
x2n`1X2n`1 ` . . .` x1X1
˘
for uniquely determined z, y1, . . . , x1 P R. We will denote by y and x the coordinate vectors
py1, . . . , yn`1q and pxn`1, . . . , x1q, respectively, in order to set the notation
expHn,2
`
zZ ` y1Y1 ` . . .` y2n`1Y2n`1
˘
expHn,2
`
x2n`1X2n`1 ` . . .` x1X1
˘
:“ `z, y1, . . . , yn`1, xn`1, . . . , x1˘ :“ pz, y, xq.(14)
For g “ pz, y, xq and g1 “ pz1, y1, x1q the Hn,2-group multiplication is then given by
pz, y, xqpz1, y1, x1q “ pz2, y2, x2q
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with $’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
z2 “ z ` z1 `ř2n`1j“1 xjy1j “ z ` z1 ` xx, y1y ,
y21 “ y1 ` y11 ` 12y12n`1xn`1,
...
y2n “ yn ` y1n ` 12y12n`1x2n,
y2n`1 “ yn`1 ` y1n`1 ´ 12y12n`1x1,
...
y22n “ y2n ` y12n ´ 12y12n`1xn,
y22n`1 “ y2n`1 ` y12n`1,
x22n`1 “ x2n`1 ` x12n`1 ` 12
řn
j“1pxjx1n`j ´ x1jxn`jq,
x22n “ x2n ` x12n,
...
x21 “ x1 ` x11.
If we denote by x ¨ x1 the x2-coordinates of p0, 0, x2q “ p0, 0, xq ¨ p0, 0, x1q P H – Hn and by ad˚ the
coadjoint action of Hn on hn˚ – R2n`1, we can abbreviate the group law substantially by
pz, y, xqpz1, y1, x1q “ `z ` z1 ` @x, y1D , y ` y1 ` 1
2
ad˚pxqy1, x ¨ x1˘.(15)
For a detailed computation we refer to [Fol94] and [FRR18, SS 3.2]. A straightforward computation
yields the action of piκ on f P L2pHnq in terms of split exponential coordinates:`
piκpz, y, xqf
˘ptq “ e2piiκz e2piiκxt,yy fpt ¨ xq(16)
for t “ pt2n`1, . . . , t1q :“ expHn
`
t2n`1X2n`1` . . .` t1X1
˘ P Hn. We note that the restriction of piκ
to the subgroup H – Hn equals the right regular representation RHn . For more details we refer
to [Fol94] and [FRR18, SS 4.2].
This realization will be our default realization of piκ.
Definition 4.6. Let the group Hn,2 defined by Definition 4.2 be equipped with the split exponential
coordinates given by (14). For the unitary irreducible representation piκ of Hn,2 corresponding to the
coadjoint orbit with representative l P hn,2zt0u we define the “realization of piκ in split exponential
coordinates” to be the one in the representation space Hpiκ “ L2pHnq given by (16).
For the representative Z˚, i.e., κ “ 1, we abbreviate pi1 by pi.
5. The Harmonic Oscillator on Hn as a Sum of Squares
In this section we propose a definition of “harmonic oscillator on Hn” which seeks to generalize
the geometric aspects of the identity
QRn “ ´dρ
`LHnq “ ´∆` 4pi2 |t|2
for the harmonic oscillator on Rn. The definition will be a direct consequence of the representation-
theoretic results discussed in the previous section and in this section.
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The representation dpiκ of the Lie algebra hn,2 in a vector space of differential operators on
Hn was Dynin’s starting point for defining hn,2 and, a fortiori, the Lie group Hn,2. Conversely,
one obtains the Lie algebra representation from the Lie group representation by differentiation.
Having fixed the realization of piκ in the representation space Hpiκ “ L2pHnq, the image dpiκphn,2q
is the isomorphic 4n`3-dimensional Lie algebra of linear operators whose natural domains include
the smooth vectors H8piκ “ S pHnq; this Lie algebra is naturally equipped with the commutator
bracket and it is determined by the strong Malcev basis tdpiκpZq, dpiκpY1q, . . . , dpiκpX1qu acting on
f P S pHnq by $’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
dpiκpZqf “ 2piiκ f,
dpiκpYjqf “ 2piiκ tj f, j “ 1, . . . , 2n` 1,
dpiκpX2n`1qf “ Bt2n`1f,
dpiκpX2nqf “
`Bt2n ` 12 tnBt2n`1˘f,
...
dpiκpXn`1qf “
`Btn`1 ` 12 t1Bt2n`1˘f,
dpiκpXnqf “
`Btn ´ 12 t2nBt2n`1˘f,
...
dpiκpX1qf “
`Bt1 ´ 12 tn`1Bt2n`1˘f.
Not surprisingly, the differential operators dpiκpX2n`1q, . . . , dpiκpX1q are precisely the left-invariant
vector fields dRHnpX2n`1q, . . . , dRHnpX1q on Hn corresponding to the strong Malcev basis of hn.
Consequently, we have the following.
Lemma 5.1. For each κ P Rzt0u let us denote by dpiκ also the extension of the representation dpiκ
of hn,2 to the universal enveloping algebra u phnq. For pi “ pi1 we have
LHn “ dpipX1q2 ` . . .` dpipX2nq2 “ dpi
`
X21 ` . . .`X22n
˘
,
that is, the left sub-Laplacian LHn is the image under dpi of the sum of squares of the basis vectors
X1, . . . , X2n of hn,2 which span the subalgebra h – hn.
In order to define our version of harmonic oscillator on Hn we go one step ahead and consider
the sum of squares of the basis vectors spanning the first stratum g1 ď hn,2.
Definition 5.2 (Harmonic Oscillator on Hn). Let tZ, Y1, . . . , Y2n`1, X2n`1, . . . , X1u be the strong
Malcev basis of the Dynin-Folland Lie algebra hn,2 determined by Definition 4.2. For κ P Rzt0u let
piκ be the representation of the Dynin-Folland group Hn,2 in L
2pHnq defined by Definition 4.6 and
denote by dpiκ also the extension to the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra representation
dpiκ of hn,2. We then define the harmonic oscillator on the Heisenberg group Hn of parameter κ to
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be the positive essentially self-adjoint operator
QκHn :“´ dpiκ
`
X21 ` . . . X22n ` Y 22n`1
˘
“´ dpiκpX1q2 ´ . . .´ dpiκpX2nq2 ´ dpiκpY2n`1q2
“´ LHn ` 4pi2κ2 t22n`1
“´ `Bt1 ´ 12 tn`1Bt2n`1˘2 ´ . . .´ `Bt2n ` 12 tnBt2n`1˘2 ` 4pi2κ2 t22n`1,
whose natural domain includes the smooth vectors H8piκ – S pHnq.
That is, QκHn is defined to be the image under dpiκ of the negative sum of squares of the basis
vectors Y2n`1, X2n, . . . , X1 which span the first stratum g1 of the stratification hn,2 “ g3 ‘ g2 ‘ g1
defined by Defintion 4.4. For κ “ 1 we set Q1Hn “: QHn .
Example 5.3. In the case n “ 1 the harmonic oscillator QκH1 has the explicit form
QκH1 “ ´
`B2t1 ` B2t2˘´ 14`t12 ` t22˘B2t3 ` `t1Bt2 ´ t2Bt1˘Bt3 ` 4pi2κ2 t23.
6. Spectral Estimates for Harmonic and Anharmonic Oscillators on Hn
In this section we apply the results of ter Elst and Robinson [tER97] to give asymptotic estimates
for the distribution of eigenvalues of the harmonic and the related generic anharmonic oscillators
on Hn. Our arguments will roughly follow the order in which we recalled crucial definitions and
theorems in Section 3.
6.1. The Harmonic Oscillator-Case. In this subsection we treat the case of the harmonic os-
cillator QκHn . To apply the methods from [tER97], we employ a homogeneous quasi-norm on hn˚,2
which is both compatible with the dilations from Proposition 4.5 and convenient to give spectral
estimates for the harmonic oscillator QκHn .
Proposition 6.1. Let tDrurą0 be the family of dilations on the Dynin-Folland Lie algebra hn,2
defined in Proposition 4.5 and let tDr˚ urą0 be the corresponding dilations on hn˚,2 defined by duality.
Moreover, let us express all elements l P hn˚,2 in terms of the dual basis of the strong Malcev basis
tZ, Y1, . . . , X1u, i.e., l “ lzZ˚ ` ly1Y1˚ ` . . . ` lx1X1˚ . Then the map | . |8h˚n,2 : hn˚,2 Ñ r0,8q defined
by
|l|8h˚n,2 :“ max
 |lz|1{3 , |ly1 |1{2 , . . . , |ly2n |1{2 , ˇˇlx2n`1 ˇˇ1{2 , ˇˇly2n`1 ˇˇ , |lx2n | , . . . , |lx1 |(
is a homogeneous quasi-norm.
Proof. This is a special case of Corollary 3.6. 
The following statement about the harmonic oscillator QHn follows automatically from a general
statement about sub-Laplacians on stratified Lie groups: The negative (left or right) sub-Laplacian
´LG on a stratified Lie group G is a (left-invariant or right-invariant) positive Rockland operator.
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For details we refer to [FR16], Lemma 4.1.7 and Remark 4.2.4. Since every left or right sub-
Laplacian equals dRpX21 ` . . .`X2dq or dLpX21 ` . . .`X2dq, respectively, for a basis X1, . . . , Xd of
the first stratum of g, we have the following.
Lemma 6.2. The element P “ X21 ` . . . X22n ` Y 22n`1 P u phn,2q, employed in Definition 5.2, is a
positive Rockland form of homogeneous degree ν “ 2.
Proposition 6.3. Let piκ be the unitary irreducible representation of the Dynin-Folland group Hn,2
corresponding to the representative κZ˚, κ P Rzt0u. Let P “ X21 ` . . .`X22n ` Y 22n`1 P u phn,2q and
denote by ν the homogeneous degree of P , which equals 2. Denote by Qz the homogeneous dimension
of the center zphn,2q, which equals 3. Then the number of eigenvalues of the harmonic oscillator
QκHn “ dpiκpP q on Hn, counted with multiplicities, which are less or equal λ ą 0 is asymptotically
given by
Npλ, piκ, P q „ |κ|´p2n`1q λ
Q´Qz
ν “ |κ|´p2n`1q λ 6n`32
and
λκ,s „ |κ| 23 s 26n`3 for s “ 1, 2, . . . ,
with equivalence constants which are uniform in κ P Rzt0u, and λ and λκ,s, respectively.
Proof. To begin with, we observe that on each coadjoint orbit OκZ˚ , κ P Rzt0u, the orbital measure
is given by µpiκ “ |κ|´p2n`1q mR4n`2 , that is, a weighted version of the p4n`2q-dimensional Lebesgue
measure on the affine subspace OκZ˚ Ď hn˚,2. This follows directly from the direct integral repre-
sentation mh˚n,2 “
ş‘
zphn,2q˚ µpiκdµppiκq of the Lebesgue measure on hn˚,2 by the Plancherel theorem
(cf. [CG90, Thm. 4.3.10]) and the fact that the Plancherel measure on zphn,2q˚ – hn˚,2{Ad˚pHn,2q –pHn,2 is given by dµppiκq “ |κ|2n`1 dκ (cf. [Fol94, p. 9] or [Rot14, Thm. 3.18]).
To compute the asymptotic number of eigenvalues, we employ the homogeneous quasi-norm
| . |8h˚n,2 from Proposition 6.1. Since for λ ă |κ|
1{3 the | . |8h˚n,2-ball of radius λ around 0 does not
intersect the orbit OκZ˚ , we may assume λ ě |κ|1{3 and compute
N0pλ, piκq “ µpiκ
` 
l P OκZ˚ : |l|8h˚n,2 ď λ
(˘
“ |κ|´p2n`1q mR4n`2
` 
l P OκZ˚ : |ly1 | ď λ2, . . . , |lx1 | ď λ
(˘
“ |κ|´p2n`1q λ2p2n`1q`2n`1
“ |κ|´p2n`1q λ6n`3.
Hence, by [tER97, Thm. 4.1] we have N0pλ1{2, piκq „ Npλ, piκ, P q „ |κ|´p2n`1q λ 6n`32 .
The second estimate follows from the observation that for small enough ε ą 0 and large enough
s0 P N there exists a constant c “ cpε, s0q ą 0 independent of κ such that for all s ě s0
c´1 |κ|´p2n`1q pλκ,s ´ εq 6n`32 ď Npλs ´ ε, piκ, P q ď s ď Npλs, piκ, P q ď c |κ|´p2n`1q λ
6n`3
2
κ,s ,
or equivalently, λκ,s „ |κ| 23 s 26n`3 . 
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6.2. The Anharmonic Oscillator-Case. In this subsection we study a class of operators which
we call the anharmonic oscillators on Hn. These operators share one main feature: Every gradable
Lie algebra equipped with a specific gradation admits a non-empty set of positive Rockland forms.
Now we assign to each positive Rockland form P P u phn,2q a family of anharmonic oscillators
tAκHnuκPRzt0u; the family of harmonic oscillators tQκHnuκPRzt0u is included as the special case in
which hn,2 is equipped with the canonical homogeneous structure related to the natural stratification
and P “ ´pX21 ` . . . X22n ` Y 22n`1q.
Definition 6.4 (Anharmonic Oscillators on Hn). Let piκ be the unitary irreducible representation
of the Dynin-Folland group Hn,2 corresponding to the representative κZ
˚ with κ P Rzt0u. Let
P P u phn,2q be a positive homogeneous form which is Rockland for a given homogeneous structure
on hn,2. We define the anharmonic oscillator on Hn associated to P and κ as the operator
AκHn :“ dpiκpP q.
We start our analysis with the following proposition, which characterizes a large class of homo-
geneous structures on hn,2.
Proposition 6.5. Let v1, . . . ,v2n`1 P N. Then$’’’&’’’%
DrpZq :“ rvj`vn`j`v2n`1Z,
DrpYn`jq :“ rvj`v2n`1Yn`j , DrpYjq :“ rvn`j`v2n`1Yj ,
DrpX2n`1q :“ rvj`vn`jX2n`1, DrpY2n`1q :“ rv2n`1Y2n`1,
DrpXjq :“ rvjXj , DrpXn`jq :“ rvn`jXn`j
for j “ 1, . . . , n, defines a family of dilations tDrurą0 on the Dynin-Folland Lie algebra hn,2 if
v1 ` vn`1 “ . . . “ vn ` v2n.
For the homogeneous structure thus defined the homogeneous dimension equals
Q “ p2n` 2qpv1 ` vn`1 ` v2n`1q.
In particular, this holds true for vj “ v1,vn`j “ vn`1 for j “ 1, . . . , n.
The countable family of all such homogeneous structures exhausts all homogeneous structures on
hn,2 for which the strong Malcev basis tZ, Y1, . . . , X1u forms an eigenbasis of the matrix A in Dr :“
expGLpn,Rq
`
A logprq˘. Moreover, two such homogeneous structures with weights v1, . . . ,v2n`1 P N
and v11, . . . ,v12n`1 P N coincide if there exits an integer r0 P N such that vj “ r0v1j for all j “
1, . . . , 2n` 1.
Proof. The calculations are easy and straight-forward, so we omit them. In order to check that
these are the only admissible homogeneous structures with the specific eigenbasis property, we note
that there are no other possible combinations of weights v1, . . . ,v2n`1 P N which are compatible
with the Lie bracket on hn,2. Since for graded groups the weights can always be scaled so that all
weights are positive integers and their greatest common divisor equals 1, this proves the claim. 
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For v1 “ . . . “ v2n`1 “ 1 we obtain the canonical homogeneous structure from Proposition 4.5.
As for the harmonic oscillators QκHn , the key to the spectral estimates in [tER97] lies in the
choice of a convenient homogeneous quasi-norm on hn,2. The following proposition is a special
case of Proposition 3.5, in which the dilation matrix A is diagonalized by the vectors of the strong
Malcev basis.
Proposition 6.6. Let tDrurą0 be the family of dilations defined in Proposition 6.5 for fixed weights
v1, . . . ,v2n`1 P N, and let tDr˚ urą0 be the corresponding dilations on hn˚,2 defined by duality. More-
over, let us express all elements l P hn˚,2 in terms of the dual basis of the strong Malcev basis
tZ, Y1, . . . , X1u, i.e., l “ lzZ˚ ` ly1Y1˚ ` . . . ` lx1X1˚ for some lz, . . . , lx1 P R. Then the map
| . |8h˚n,2,A : hn˚,2 Ñ r0,8q defined by
|l|8h˚n,2,A :“ max
!
|lz|1{pv1`vn`1`v2n`1q , |ly1 |1{pvn`1`v2n`1q , . . . , |lyn |1{pv2n`v2n`1q ,ˇˇ
lyn`1
ˇˇ1{pv1`v2n`1q , . . . , |ly2n |1{pvn`v2n`1q , ˇˇlx2n`1 ˇˇ1{pv1`vn`1q ,ˇˇ
ly2n`1
ˇˇ1{v2n`1 , |lx2n |1{v2n , . . . , ˇˇlxn`1 ˇˇ1{vn`1 , |lxn |1{vn , . . . , |lx1 |1{v1)
is a homogeneous quasi-norm.
We can now state the main result of this section.
Proposition 6.7. Let piκ be the unitary irreducible representation of the Dynin-Folland group Hn,2
corresponding to the representative κZ˚, κ P Rzt0u. Given a family of dilations on hn,2 of the type
(17), with weights v1, . . . ,v2n`1 P N, and a positive homogeneous Rockland form P P u phn,2q, let
AκHn be the anharmonic oscillator on Hn associated to P and κ, defined by Definition 6.4. Denote
by Qz the homogeneous dimension of the center zphn,2q, which equals v1`vn`1`v2n`1, and denote
by ν the homogeneous degree of P and, a fortiori, of AκHn. Then the number of eigenvalues of AκHn,
counted with multiplicities, which are less or equal λ ą 0 is asymptotically given by
Npλ, piκ, P q „ |κ|´p2n`1q λ
Q´Qz
ν “ |κ|´p2n`1q λ p2n`1qpv1`vn`1`v2n`1qν
and
λκ,s „
`|κ|2n`1 s˘ νQ´Qz for s “ 1, 2, . . . ,
with constants which are uniform in κ P Rzt0u, and λ and λκ,s, respectively.
Proof. The proof is almost identical to the proof of Proposition 6.3; for this reason we focus on the
only crucial difference, the measure N0pλ, piκq for the quasi-norm | . |8h˚n,2,A. Thus we compute
N0pλ, piκq “ µpiκ
` 
l P OκZ˚ : |l|8h˚n,2,A ď λ
(˘
“ |κ|´p2n`1qmR4n`2
´ 
l P OκZ˚ :
ˇˇ
lyj
ˇˇ ď λvn`j`v2n`1 , ˇˇlyn`j ˇˇ ď λvj`v2n`1 , ˇˇlx2n`1 ˇˇ ď λv1`vn`1 ,ˇˇ
ly2n`1
ˇˇ ď λv2n`1 , ˇˇlxn`j ˇˇ ď λvn`j , ˇˇlxj ˇˇ ď λvj , j “ 1, . . . , n(¯
“ |κ|´p2n`1q λp2n`1qpv1`vn`1`v2n`1q.
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Hence by [tER97, Thm. 4.1] we have N0pλ 1ν , piκq „ Npλ, piκ, P q „ |κ|´p2n`1q λ
p2n`1qpv1`vn`1`v2n`1q
ν .

Let us provide a few examples. The first example is generic in the sense that it covers the class
of so-called “classical” Rockland forms in u phn,2q whose positivity and homogeneity follows from
a general statement for graded groups equipped with a gradation with weights v1,v2, . . .. Let us
recall this statement; for a proof we refer to [FR16, Lem. 4.1.8].
Lemma 6.8. Let G be a graded group of topological dimension d equipped with a family of di-
lations tDrurą0 with weights v1, . . . ,vd. If we fix an eigenbasis tX1, . . . , Xdu of A in Dr :“
expGLpn,Rq
`
A logprq˘ and if ν0 is a common multiple of v1, . . . ,vd, then the operator
dÿ
j“1
p´1q
ν0
vj cjX
2ν0
vj
j(17)
with c1, . . . , cd ą 0 is a positive Rockland operator of homogeneous degree ν “ 2ν0.
Example 6.9 (Generic “Classical” Anharmonic Oscillator on Hn). Given a homogeneous structure
on hn,2 characterized by Proposition 6.5 with weights v1, . . . ,v2n`1 P N, and given a common
multiple ν0 of the weights v1, . . . ,v2n`1,v1`vn`1,v1`v2n`1, . . . ,v2n`v2n`1,v1`vn`1`v2n`1,
the form P P u phn,2q defined by
P :“
nÿ
j“1
p´1q
ν0
vj cXjX
2ν0
vj
j ` p´1q
ν0
vn`j cXn`jX
2ν0
vn`j
n`j ` p´1q
ν0
v2n`1 cY2n`1 Y
2ν0
v2n`1
2n`1
`p´1q
ν0
v1`vn`1 cX2n`1X
2ν0
v1`vn`1
2n`1 ` p´1q
ν0
vn`j`v2n`1 cYj Y
2ν0
vn`j`v2n`1
j
`p´1q
ν0
vj`v2n`1 cYn`j Y
2ν0
vj`v2n`1
n`j ` p´1q
ν0
v1`vn`1`v2n`1 cZZ
2ν0
v1`vn`1`v2n`1
with cX1 , . . . , cZ ą 0 is a positive Rockland form of homogeneous degree ν “ 2ν0. The associated
anharmonic oscillator of parameter κ P Rzt0u is given by
AκHn “
nÿ
j“1
p´1q
ν0
vj cXj
`Btj ´ 12 tn`jBt2n`1˘2 ν0vj ` p´1q ν0vn`j cXn`j `Btn`j ` 12 tjBt2n`1˘2 ν0vn`j
`p´1q
ν0
v2n`1 cY2n`1 p2pi |κ| t2n`1q
2ν0
v2n`1 ` p´1q
ν0
v1`vn`1 cX2n`1 B
2ν0
v1`vn`1
t2n`1
`p´1q
ν0
vn`j`v2n`1 cYj p2pi |κ| tjq
2ν0
vn`j`v2n`1 ` p´1q
ν0
vj`v2n`1 cYn`j p2pi |κ| tn`jq
2ν0
vj`v2n`1
`p´1q
ν0
v1`vn`1`v2n`1 cZ p2pi |κ|q
2ν0
v1`vn`1`v2n`1 .
We then have Npλ, piκ, P q „ |κ|´p2n`1q λ
p2n`1qpv1`vn`1`v2n`1q
ν0 .
On stratified groups one may restrict the basis vectors in (18) to those which span the first
stratum. Again, we recall the general result and refer to [FR16, Cor. 4.1.10] for a proof.
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Lemma 6.10. Let G be a stratified group of topological dimension d equipped with a family
of dilations tDrurą0 with weights v1, . . . ,vd. If tX1, . . . , Xdu is an eigenbasis of A in Dr :“
expGLpn,Rq
`
A logprq˘ whose first d1-many vectors span the first stratum of g3 and if ν0 is a common
multiple of v1, . . . ,vd1, then the operator
d1ÿ
j“1
p´1q
ν0
vj cjX
2ν0
vj
j(18)
with c1, . . . , cd1 ą 0 is a positive Rockland operator of homogeneous degree ν “ 2ν0.
Example 6.11. Given a homogeneous structure on hn,2 characterized by Proposition 6.5 with
weights v1, . . . ,v2n`1 P N, and given a common multiple ν0 of these weights, the form P P u phn,2q
defined by
P :“
nÿ
j“1
ˆ
p´1q
ν0
vj cjX
2
ν0
vj
j ` p´1q
ν0
vn`j cn`jX
2
ν0
vn`j
n`j
˙
` p´1q
ν0
v2n`1 c2n`1Y
2
ν0
v2n`1
2n`1
with c1, . . . , c2n`1 ą 0 is a positive Rockland form of homogeneous degree ν “ 2ν0. The associated
anharmonic oscillator of parameter κ P Rzt0u is given by
AκHn “
nÿ
j“1
˜
p´1q
ν0
vj cj
`Btj ´ 12 tn`jBt2n`1˘2 ν0vj ` p´1q ν0vn`j cn`j `Btn`j ` 12 tjBt2n`1˘2 ν0vn`j
¸
`p´1q
ν0
v2n`1 c2n`1 p2pi |κ| t2n`1q2
ν0
v2n`1 .
We then have Npλ, piκ, P q „ |κ|´p2n`1q λ
p2n`1qpv1`vn`1`v2n`1q
ν0 .
The following examples will be concrete special cases of the generic Examples 6.9 and 6.11.
Example 6.12. If we pick v1 “ . . . “ vn “ 5,vn`1 “ . . . “ v2n “ 4,v2n`1 “ 3, for example, then
the associated family of dilations defined by (17) is given by$’&’%
DrpZq “ r12Z,
DrpYjq “ r7Yj , DrpYn`jq “ r8Yn`j , DrpX2n`1q “ r9X2n`1,
DrpXjq “ r5Xj , DrpXn`jq “ r4Xn`j , DrpY2n`1q “ r3Y2n`1.
for j “ 1, . . . , n. If we choose ν0 “ 13 ¨ 5 ¨ 8 ¨ 9 ¨ 7 “ 32760, which is the 13-fold least common
multiple of 5, 7, 8, 9, 12, then by [FR16, Lem. 4.1.8]4 the form
P “
nÿ
j“1
epiX13104j ` pieX16380n`j ` pipiY 218402n`1 ` eeX72802n`1 ` epi Y
9360
j ´ pie Y
8190
n`j ` e
e
pipi
Z5460 P u phn,2q
3In particular, this holds true for the canonical homogeneous structure related to the stratification and any basis
given as the union of bases of the strata.
4or Example 6.9
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is a positive homogeneous Rockland form of homogeneous degree ν “ 65520. The associated
anharmonic oscillator AHn “ dpiκpP q equals
AκHn “
nÿ
j“1
epi
`Btj ´ 12 tn`jBt2n`1˘13104 ` pie`Btn`j ` 12 tjBt2n`1˘16380 ` pipi p2pi |κ| t2n`1q21840
`ee p2pi |κ| B7280t2n`1 `
e
pi
p2pi |κ| tjq9360 ´ pi
e
p2pi |κ| tn`jq8190 ` e
e
pipi
p2pi |κ|q5460.
We then have Npλ, piκ, P q „ |κ|´p2n`1q λ p2n`1q5460 .
Example 6.13. For v1 “ . . . “ v2n “ 1,v2n`1 “ k P N, the dilations defined by (17) are given by$’&’%
DrpZq “ rk`2Z,
DrpYjq “ rk`1Yj , DrpYn`jq “ rk`1Yn`j , DrpX2n`1q “ r2X2n`1,
DrpXjq “ rXj , DrpXn`jq “ rXn`j , DrpY2n`1q “ rkY2n`1.
for j “ 1, . . . , n. By [FR16, Lem. 4.1.8], the form
P “
nÿ
j“1
´
p´1qkX2kj ` p´1qkX2kn`j
¯
´ Y 22n`1 P u phn,2q
is a positive homogeneous Rockland form of homogeneous degree ν “ 2k. The associated anhar-
monic oscillator AHn “ dpiκpP q equals
AκHn “
nÿ
j“1
p´1qk
ˆ`Btj ´ 12 tn`jBt2n`1˘2k ` `Btn`j ` 12 tjBt2n`1˘2k
˙
` 4pi2κ2 t22n`1.
We then have Npλ, piκ, P q „ |κ|´p2n`1q λ p2n`1qpk`2q2k .
Example 6.14. There are no v1, . . . ,v2n`1 P N so that for any integer k ą 1 the form and
associated operator
P “ ´
nÿ
j“1
`
X2j `X2n`j
˘˘ Y 2k2n`1,
AκHn “ ´LHn ˘ p2pi |κ|q2k t2k2n`1
satisfy our criteria of Definition 6.4. While it is straight-forward to check that for every integer
k ą 1, the operator
R` :“ ´LHn ` p2pi |κ|q2k t2k2n`1
is positive and satisfies the Rockland property (8), it is neither a homogeneous operator nor an
operator whose leading order is a positive homogeneous Rockland operator, the leading order being
p2pi |κ|q2k t2k2n`1, which itself does not satisfy (8). The operator
R´ :“ ´LHn ´ p2pi |κ|q2k t2k2n`1
does not even necessarily satisfy the Rockland property.
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7. A Generalization to Graded SI{Z-Groups With 1-Dimensional Center
In this section we show that the spectral estimates for the harmonic and anharmonic oscillators
on Rn and the Heisenberg group Hn, defined via the generic unitary irreducible representations
of Hn and the Dynin-Folland group Hn,2, respectively, effortlessly extend to the case of operators
dpipP q which are defined via the generic representations pi P pG for a general graded group G,
equipped with the canonical dilations, which satisfies
(SI) SI{ZpGq ‰ H, i.e., there exists a pi P pG which is square-integrable modulo the center ZpGq,
(Z) dimpZpGqq “ 1.
We recall that by a celebrated theorem by Moore and Wolf [MW73] the condition (SI) is satisfied if
and only if almost all pi P pG are square-integrable modulo ZpGq, and if and only if the corresponding
coadjoint orbits Opi are affine subspaces of g˚ of codimension dimpZpGqq. Such orbits are in
particular flat. We will denote the set of such representations by SI{ZpGq. Thus, SI{ZpGq ‰ H
implies pGzSI{ZpGq has Plancherel measure zero.
The groups Hn and Hn,2 satisfy (SI) and (Z), and recently nilpotent groups with flat orbits, in
particular graded ones, have been studied from the viewpoint of the Kohn-Nirenberg and Weyl-
Pedersen quantizations in Ma˘ntoiu and Ruzhansky [MR18]. Thus, (SI) and (Z) will be our standing
assumptions throughout this section for a generic, but fixed graded group G of dimension d and
homogeneous dimension Q. The following additional working assumptions do not restrict the
generality of our statements, yet we require them for the main statement of this section and its
proof.
Assumptions 7.1. We assume G is gradable and satisfies (SI) and (Z). The group must therefore
be of dimension d “ 2n ` 1 for some n P N. Moreover, we fix a gradation of g and denote it by
g “ ‘Nk“1gk with N P N. It was shown in [GR18, Lem. 4.16] that the condition (Z) implies that
gN “ zpgq. Moreover, every basis for g given as the union of bases for gk is a strong Malcev basis
for g, which thus passes through zpgq. We fix such a basis and denote it by tZ,X2n, . . . , X1u. Since
these basis vectors need not be eigenvectors of the dilation matrix A in Dr :“ expGLpn,Rq
`
A logprq˘
for a given family of dilations, we assume that for a given gradation of g the group G is equipped
with the canonical homogeneous dilations from Definition 3.2. This assumption may seem rather
restrictive, but without any information about the eigenbasis of a given family of dilations it is not
clear at all how the corresponding homogeneous balls look like, which are needed in order to apply
ter Elst and Robinson’s machinery.
With this at hand, the generalization of Proposition 6.7 reads as follows.
Proposition 7.2. Let G be a graded group which satisfies pSIq, pZq, and without loss of generality,
the Assumptions 7.1. Let P P u pgq be a positive Rockland form of homogeneous degree ν and let
pi P SI{ZpGq. Denote by dpi the formal dimension of pi and by Qz the homogeneous dimension of
the center zpgq. Then the number of eigenvalues of dpipP q, counted with multiplicities, which are
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less or equal λ ą 0 is asymptotically given by
Npλ, pi, P q „ d´1pi λ
Q´Qz
ν .
The proof is very similar to the proof of Proposition 6.3. We present it nevertheless.
Proof. By the Kirillov theory, the generic unitary irreducible representations all have flat coadjoint
orbits of co-dimension 1, and the representations as well as the coadjoint orbits can be parameterized
by representatives l1 P zpgq˚zt0u “ RZ˚zt0u. Thus, given pi, there exists an l1pi P zpgq˚zt0u such that
the uniquely determined coadjoint orbit corresponding to pi equals Ol1pi “ l1pi`R-spantX2˚n, . . . , X1˚ u.
The corresponding orbital measure is given by
µpi “
ˇˇ
Pfpl1piq
ˇˇ´1
mR2n`1 “ d´1pi mR2n`1 ,
where mR2n`1 denotes the p2n` 1q-dimensional Lebesgue measure on the affine subspace Ol1pi Ď g˚.
This follows directly from the direct integral representation mg˚ “
ş‘
zpgq˚ µpil1dµppil1q of the Lebesgue
measure on g˚ by the Plancherel theorem (cf. [CG90, Thm. 4.3.10]) and the fact that the Plancherel
measure on zpgq˚ – g˚{Ad˚pGq – pG is given by dµppil1q “ |Pfpl1q| dl1.
Since G is equipped with the canonical homogeneous dilations, we can use the quasi-norm | . |8g˚
defined by Proposition 3.5 to compute
N0pλ, piq “ µpi
` 
l P Ol1pi : |l|8g˚ ď λ
(˘
“ d´1pi mR2n`1
` 
l P Ol1pi :
ˇˇ
ljdj
ˇˇ
, . . . ,
ˇˇ
lj1
ˇˇ ď λj : j “ 1, . . . , N(˘
“ d´1pi λQ´Qz .
Hence, by [tER97, Thm. 4.1] we have N0pλ1{ν , piq „ Npλ, pi, P q „ d´1pi λ
Q´Qz
ν . 
Observation 7.3. By [GR18], Propositions 4.17 and 4.18, g possesses an ideal m which is po-
larizing for all l1 P zpgq. As shown in the proofs, there is no loss in generality, assuming that
m “ R-spantZ,X2n, . . . , Xn`1u. As a consequence, each pil1 P SI{ZpGq can be realized as acting
on L2pMzGq, and one may assume that MzG carries the canonical quotient group structure and
homogeneous structure. Hence, for each pil1 P SI{ZpGq the operator dpil1pP q from Proposition 7.2
acts as a differential operator of homogeneous degree ν on the homogeneous space MzG.
For a concrete realization one can choose quite convenient coordinates, e.g., strong Malcev coordi-
nates and exponential coordinates with respect to the basis tZ,X2n, . . . , Xn`1u; the exponential co-
ordinates work out in this case because M is an ideal and the exponential coordinates quotient natu-
rally under the canonical quotient map g – R-spantZ,X2n, . . . , X1u Ñ mzg – R-spantXn, . . . , X1u.
8. Lp-Lq-Multipliers and Sobolev Embeddings on Graded Groups
In this section we present another instance of the usefulness of ter Elst and Robinson’s tech-
niques. We combine [tER97, Thm. 4.1] with the theory of spectral multipliers on locally compact
groups developed in Akylzhanov and Ruzhansky [AR18] in order to prove the Lp-Lq-boundedness
for spectral multipliers of positive Rockland operators on graded groups equipped with arbitrary
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homogeneous structures. Specifically, we treat the heat semi-group
 
etR
(
tą0 of a given Rockland
operator R and also obtain an alternative proof for the Sobolev embedding theorems first proved in
Folland [Fol75] for stratified groups and, more generally, for graded groups in Fischer and Ruzhan-
sky [FR17]. Rockland operators which are homogeneous with respect to the homogeneous structures
on the Dynin-Folland group characterized by Proposition 6.5 form special cases of Theorem 8.2.
Note that the theory developed in [AR18] allows a much wider class of spectral multipliers on
graded groups to be studied with the same methods we will use, but this would require a lengthier
analysis and exceed the scope of this article.
We briefly set the notation in accordance with [AR18]. For a more general introduction to the
matter, we refer to von Neumann [vN49] and Dixmier [Dix81]. Thus, we denote by VNRpGq the
right group von Neumann algebra of a graded group G and by τ its canonical trace. We denote the
spectral projections of the self-adjoint extension on L2pGq of a given positive Rockland operator
R “ dRpP q by tEλpRquλPSppRq, and by Ep0,sqpRq the spectral projection corresponding to the
interval p0, sq. We say that a closed linear operator is affiliated with VNRpGq if it commutes with
the commutant VNRpGq! “ VNLpGq. This includes the case of the Dynin-Folland sub-Laplacian
R “ ´LHn,2 , which gave rise to the harmonic oscillator on Hn in Section 5.
To start with, we recall the definition of (inhomogeneous) Sobolev spaces on graded groups
(cf. [FR17, Def. 4.5]).
Definition 8.1. Let G be a graded group equipped with an arbitrary but fixed homogeneous
structure. Let P P u pgq be a positive Rockland form of homogeneous degree ν, let p P r1,8q, and
let s P R. Then the (inhomogeneous) Sobolev space Lps pGq is defined as the subspace of S 1pGq
obtained by the completion of S pGq with respect to the Sobolev norm
}f}Lps pGq :“
›››`I `R˘ sν ›››
LppGq
, f P S pGq.
Note that by [FR16, Thm. 4.4.20], the Sobolev space Lps pGq does not depend on the specific
Rockland operator R.
The main result of this section is the following very general theorem, for which we can give a
surprisingly short proof by combining the deep results in [tER97] and [AR18].
Theorem 8.2. Let G be a graded group of topological dimension d equipped with a homogeneous
structure. Let v1, . . . ,vd denote the associated weights and let Q “ v1 ` . . . ` vd denote the
homogeneous dimension of G. Let P P u pgq be a positive Rockland form of homogeneous degree ν
and let α :“ Qν . Then the Rockland operator R :“ dRpP q satisfies
τ
`
Ep0,λqpRq
˘ „ λα,
and for all 1 ă p ď 2 ď q ă 8 there exists a constant C “ Cpα,p,qq ą 0 such that››e´tR››
LppGqÑLqpGq ď C t´α
`
1
p
´ 1
q
˘
, tÑ8,
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and such that
}f}LqpGq ď C }p1`Rqγf}LppGq if γ ě α
´ 1
p
´ 1
q
¯
.
In particular, this yields the continuous embeddings
Lps1pGq Ď Lqs2pGq.
for s1, s2 P R with s1 ´ s2 “ Qν
´
1
p ´ 1q
¯
.
We prove the above estimates by making use of [AR18], Corollaries 8.1 and 8.2, respectively.
Note that the statements are akin to [AR18, Thm. 6.1], a generalized version of Ho¨rmander’s
multiplier theorem for the setting of separable unimodular locally compact groups, which provides
an asymptotic bound from above for the L pLppGq, LqpGqq-operator norm of Fourier multipliers.
The Sobolev embedding in the above estimates give a different justification for those established
in [FR17], for the corresponding ranges of indices: but see [FR16,FR17] for a more comprehensive
treatment of Sobolev spaces on graded groups and their embeddings.
Proof of Theorem 8.2. Let ϕ1, ϕ2 : R` Ñ R be defined by ϕ1puq :“ e´tu and ϕ2puq :“ p1 ` uq´γ .
Since VNRpGq! “ VNLpGq and the left-invariant operator R “ dRpP q clearly commutes with the
left regular representation, R and its spectral multipliers ϕ1pRq “ e´tR and ϕ2pRq “ p1´Rqγ are
affiliated with VNRpGq. Now, in order to apply [AR18, Cor. 8.1] and [AR18, Cor. 8.2], we need to
provide an estimate of the form
τ
`
Ep0,λqpRq
˘ À λα, λÑ8,
for α “ Qν . The estimate is due to the following argument: On the one hand, by Dixmier [Dix81,
p. 225, Thm. 1], we can decompose the spectral projection of R as
τ
`
Ep0,λqpRq
˘ “ ż ‘
rpisP pG τ
´
Ep0,λq
`
pipRq˘¯ dµppiq.(19)
On the other hand, we employ the decomposition
mg˚ “
ż ‘
rpisP pG µpi dµppiq(20)
of the Lebesgue measure on g˚ into a direct integral of the orbital measures µpi. The decomposition
follows from the Plancherel theorem for nilpotent groups, and the Fubini-Tonelli-like formula (20)
is a consequence of the actual proof of the Plancherel theorem (see, e.g., [CG90, Thm. 4.3.10] and
the subsequent formula and explanation on page 154). As the proof shows, the Lebesgue measure
splits up as the direct sum
mg˚ “
ż ‘
rpisP pGgen µpi dµppiq(21)
of the orbital measures corresponding to the generic representations. Since the subset of generic
representations pG has full Plancherel measure in pG (cf. [CG90, Thm. 4.3.16]), (21) already implies
(20). By the proof of the Plancherel theorem, the Lebesgue measure on g˚ in (20) is normalized
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with respect to a strong Malcev basis which allows the parameterization of the generic coadjoint
orbits. Let us denote by Φ the linear change of variables which maps this basis onto the basis which
diagonalizes the matrix A of the dilations Dr :“ expGLpn,Rq
`
A logprq˘. Now, if Bλp0q denotes the
ball of radius λ around 0 P g˚ defined by the homogeneous quasi-norm | . |8g˚,A from Proposition 3.5,
then by the proposition and by [tER97, Thm. 4.1] we have
τ
´
Ep0,λq
`
pipP q˘¯ „ Npλ, pi, P q „ µpi`B
λ
1
ν
p0q XOpi
˘
,(22)
uniformly for all λ ą 0 and all representations pi P pG. Combing (20) and (22), we obtain
τ
`
Ep0,λqpRq
˘ „ ż ‘
rpisP pG µpi
`
B
λ
1
ν
p0q XOpi
˘
dµppiq “ mg˚
`
B
λ
1
ν
p0q˘
“ |detpΦq|´1 2d λv1{ν ¨ ¨ ¨λvd{ν „ λQν .(23)
An application of [AR18, Cor. 8.1] and [AR18, Cor. 8.2], respectively, finally yields the announced
estimates. 
Examples 8.3. Theorem 8.2 holds for the negative sub-Laplacian R :“ ´LG of every stratified
group G, e.g., the Heisenberg group Hn with Q “ 4n ` 2, the Dynin-Folland group Hn,2 with
Q “ 6n` 6, the Engel group (cf. [CG90, Ex. 1.3.10]) with Q “ 7, etc.
As a corollary we get the following specific statement for the homogeneous structures on the
Dynin-Folland group Hn,2 characterized by Proposition 6.5.
Proposition 8.4. Let the Dynin-Folland group Hn,2 be equipped with the dilations (17) determined
by the weights v1, . . . ,v2n`1 P N, and denote by Q the associated homogeneous dimension of Hn,2
equal to p2n ` 2qpv1 ` vn`1 ` v2n`1q. Let P P u phn,2q be a positive Rockland form which is
homogeneous of degree ν with respect to the homogeneous structure under consideration. Moreover,
let
α :“ Q
ν
“ p2n` 2qpv1 ` v2 ` v3q
ν
.
Then the Rockland operator R :“ dRpP q satisfies
τ
`
Ep0,λqpRq
˘ „ λα
and for all 1 ă p ď 2 ď q ă 8 there exists a constant C “ Cpα,p,qq ą 0 such that››e´tR››
LppHn,2qÑLqpHn,2q ď C t
´α
`
1
p
´ 1
q
˘
, tÑ8,
and such that
}f}LqpHn,2q ď C }p1`Rqγf}LppHn,2q if γ ě α
´ 1
p
´ 1
q
¯
.
In particular, this yields the continuous embeddings
Lps1pHn,2q Ď Lqs2pHn,2q.
for s1, s2 P R with s1 ´ s2 “ Qν
´
1
p ´ 1q
¯
.
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We conclude this section with an alternative proof of Proposition 8.4 for the case G “ Hn,2,
which is exemplary for the class of graded SI{Z-groups with 1-dimensional center. The proof takes
an intermediate step by estimating directly the integral in (23) for G “ Hn,2 by using the estimates
derived in Subection 6.2.
Alternative Proof of Proposition 8.4. We give an alternative proof only for the bound (23) since
the rest follows by applying [AR18, Cor. 8.1] and [AR18, Cor. 8.2], respectively. Our argument
here goes as follows: Instead of using the shortcut (23), we compute the integral (19) directly
via the spectral estimates from Proposition 6.7. The unitary dual pHn,2 can be identified with
zphn,aq˚ “ RZ˚; this is justified by the fact that pHn,2 equals SI{ZpHn,2q up to a set of vanishing
Plancherel measure.5
Thus, given κ P Rzt0u, we have
(24)
Npλ, piκ, P q „ µpiκ
`
Bλ1{2p0q
˘ “ |PfpκZ˚q| mR4n`2pBλ1{2p0q˘
“ |κ|´p2n`1q λQ´Qzν “ |κ|´p2n`1q λ p2n`1qpv1`vn`1`v2n`1qν .
Now, for l “ lzZ˚ ` ly1Y1˚ ` . . .` lx1X1˚ P Bλ1{ν p0q we have
Bλ1{ν p0q XOκZ˚ “ Hô |lzZ˚|8h˚n,2,A ď λ
1
ν ă |κZ˚|h˚n,2,A
ô |lz|
1
Qz ď λ 1ν ă |κ| 1Qz
ô |lz| ď λ
Qz
ν ă |κ| ,
where Qz “ v1 ` vn`1 ` v2n`1. So,
τ
`
Ep0,λqpRq
˘ „ ż
Rzt0u
Npλ, piκ, P q |κ|´p2n`1q dκ
„
ż λQzν
´λQzν
|κ|´p2n`1q λQ´Qzν |κ|´p2n`1q dκ
“ 2λQzν λQ´Qzν „ λQν .
This completes our proof. 
Remark 8.5. This alternative proof of Theorem 8.2 for G “ Hn,2 does in general not carry over
easily to all graded groups, in particular not to non-SI{Z-groups. In the above proof we have
made use of the fact that the homogeneous volume of Bλ1{ν p0q XOκZ˚ could be computed easily.
Our computation is facilitated by the fact that the central basis vector Z is an eigenvector of the
dilation matrix A.6 This need not be the case, but at least the orbital measure is very simple for
SI{Z-groups, namely a scaled version of the Lebesgue measure.
5If this argument were followed for non-SI{Z-groups G, then the spectral estimates for all pi P pG would have to
be employed.
6In general, one has no information about how the elements in ZpGq scale and different vectors in ZpGq will in
general scale differently.
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Let us highlight the additional difficulty of determining the orbital measures for a concrete
example of a non-SI{Z-group, the 3-step nilpotent Engel group. The Engel Lie algebra g is defined
as R4 equipped with the Lie bracket which for the standard basis tX1, . . . , X4u is defined by
rX1, X2s “ X3, rX1, X3s “ X4.
The Engel Lie algebra is 3-step nilpotent and possesses a natural stratification g “ ‘3k“1gk with
g3 “ RX4, g2 “ RX3, g1 “ R-spantX1, X2u.
The coadjoint orbits of the corresponding connected, simply connected nilpotent group G, the Engel
group, are classified as follows, see [CG90, Ex. 2.2.7] or [Kir04, Ch.3 § 3]:
(i) OδX˚4 `βX˚2 “
 
δX4˚ ` tX3˚ ` pβ ` t22δ qX2˚ ` sX1˚ : s, t P R
(
if δ ‰ 0,
(ii) OγX˚3 “ γX3˚ ` R-spantX1˚ , X2˚ u if γ ‰ 0,
(iii) OαX˚1 `βX˚2 “ tαX1˚ ` βX2˚ u for α, β P R.
Thus, G has no square-integrable representations modulo ZpGq “ expGpRX4q, only modulo
the projective kernel expGpRX3 ‘ RX4q and the projective representations corresponding to the
orbits OγX˚3 are projective Schro¨dinger representations ργ . Nevertheless, the Plancherel measure
µ is concentrated on tpiδ,β : δ ‰ 0, β P Ru and µ can be identified with |δ| dδ dβ. The orbits
OδX˚4 `βX˚2 are 3-dimensional parabolic cylinders which fill up the 3-dimensional affine hyperplane
δX4˚ ` R-spantX1˚ , X2˚ , X3˚ u whenever δ ‰ 0.
Hence, for the negative sub-Laplacian ´LG related to the canonical homogeneous structure from
Definition 3.2 and the canonical quasi-norm | . |8g˚ from Proposition 3.5 the estimate
τ
`
Ep0,λqp´LGq
˘ „ ż ‘
rpisP pG µpi
`
B
λ
1
ν
p0q XOpi
˘
dµppiq,(25)
which is essentially due to [tER97, Thm. 4.1], implies that, regardless of the concrete orbital
measure µpi, a representation pi P pG does not contribute to (25) unless rpis “ rpiα,βs and Bλ1{2p0q X
OδX˚4 `βX˚2 “ H; as in the alternative proof of Theorem 8.2 for G “ Hn,2, one need actually not
know the values of µpiδ,β
`
B
λ
1
ν
p0qXOδX˚4 `βX˚2
˘
for δ P Rzt0u, β P R, in order to know that (25) sums
up to mg˚
`
B
λ
1
ν
p0q˘ “ λQν . For general G and pi P pG it may already be very difficult to determine
the arclength µpi
`
B
λ
1
ν
p0q XOpi
˘
, but even in our case determining the limits of the integral is not
trivial and requires case distinctions depending on β and λ; integrating the arclengths as functions
of β in order to determine the numerical value of (25) proves to be another technical challenge,
very much in contrast to the simple case of flat orbits above.
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